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Abstract
Applications depend on persistent storage to recover state
after system crashes. But the POSIX file system interfaces
do not define the possible outcomes of a crash. As a result, it
is difficult for application writers to correctly understand the
ordering of and dependencies between file system operations,
which can lead to corrupt application state and, in the worst
case, catastrophic data loss.
This paper presents crash-consistency models, analogous
to memory consistency models, which describe the behavior
of a file system across crashes. Crash-consistency models
include both litmus tests, which demonstrate allowed and
forbidden behaviors, and axiomatic and operational specifications. We present a formal framework for developing
crash-consistency models, and a toolkit, called F ERRITE, for
validating those models against real file system implementations. We develop a crash-consistency model for ext4, and
use F ERRITE to demonstrate unintuitive crash behaviors of
the ext4 implementation. To demonstrate the utility of crashconsistency models to application writers, we use our models
to prototype proof-of-concept verification and synthesis tools,
as well as new library interfaces for crash-safe applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.4.3 [Operating Systems]: File Systems Management; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification

open
/* "file" has old data */
fd = open("file.tmp", ...);
write(fd, new, size);
close(fd);
rename("file.tmp", "file");
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Figure 1. A common replace-via-rename pattern (a) caused
the “ext4 data loss” incident of 2009 [84]. Only the ordering
edges in (b) are enforced by the ext4 file system, which may
split the single write into smaller actions writen . Unexpected
on-disk states (c) arise if the system crashes during execution.
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1. Introduction
Many applications interact with file systems and use them as
persistent storage that will be preserved in the face of hardware or software crashes. To achieve the integrity properties
they desire, these applications must use file system interfaces
correctly. Failure to do so can lead to corrupted application
state and catastrophic data loss [83]. Recent studies by Pillai
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et al. [62] and Zheng et al. [92] show that even mature applications contain serious persistence bugs, making incorrect
assumptions about the behavior of the file system interface.
To illustrate the challenges in writing crash-safe applications, consider the 2009 “ext4 data loss” incident, where
multiple users reported that “pretty much any file written to by
any application” became empty after a system crash [19, 84].
The root cause was the pattern in Figure 1(a), intended to
atomically update “file” using a temporary file. Due to modern file system optimizations, the effects of the program do
not necessarily reach disk in the order they are executed—
only the orderings in Figure 1(b) are enforced. These ordering
relaxations are usually invisible to applications and provide
significant performance gains. But if the machine crashes
during out-of-order execution, the relaxations can become
visible. In this case, the rename can reach the disk before the

writes. If the machine crashes before the writes persist, users

can see empty or partial files, and lose the old file completely,
as Figure 1(c) shows. One possible fix is to add an fsync(fd)
before close to ensure atomicity: applications will see either
the old or the new data.
Who is to blame for such a bug? On one hand, application
writers argue that file systems are “broken” [56] and are
too aggressive about buffering and reordering file operations.
On the other hand, file system developers argue that this
behavior is allowed by POSIX and, as with relaxed memory
orderings, is necessary for performance [41]. This trade-off
between consistency and performance has long been a point
of contention in file system design [26].
The key challenge for application writers is to understand
the precise behavior of file systems across system crashes.
The POSIX standard is largely silent on the guarantees file
system interfaces should provide in the event of crashes (see
§2.1). In practice, application writers make assumptions about
the crash guarantees provided by file systems, and base their
applications on these assumptions (e.g., file system-specific
optimizations adopted by GNOME [45] and SQLite [77]).
Being too optimistic about crash guarantees has led to serious
data losses [10, 46, 62, 92]. But being too conservative
leads to expensive and unnecessary synchronization, costing
energy, performance, and hardware lifespan [55]. It is thus
critical to describe crash guarantees of file systems in an
unambiguous and accessible manner.
We propose to describe the behavior of file systems
across crashes as crash-consistency models, analogous to
the memory consistency models [1, 75] used to describe
relaxed memory orderings. For example, the application in
Figure 1 assumes sequential crash-consistency—after a crash,
the system appears as if it committed the system calls in order.
The ext4 file system, however, implements a weaker model,
which allows rename to be reordered across a write.
Crash consistency models, as with memory consistency
models, take two forms:
• Litmus tests: small programs that demonstrate allowed or

forbidden behaviors of file systems across crashes; and

tests) and against real file systems (to validate our models).
F ERRITE exhaustively explores all possible crash behaviors
of a given litmus test, both by explicit enumeration and SMTbased model checking. The enumerator (built on QEMU [7])
executes tests against actual file system implementations,
while the symbolic model checker (built in Rosette [80])
executes tests against formal specifications. We have used
F ERRITE both to confirm known crash-safety problems and
to uncover new problems in existing work. Unlike FiSC [88]
and eXplode [89], which use model checking to discover
file system bugs, F ERRITE focuses on distilling the crash
guarantees provided by a file system interface.
We show the utility of crash-consistency models with two
proof-of-concept tools for application writers:
• A verifier that proves that a program provides intended

crash guarantees (such as atomicity and durability) with
respect to an operational crash-consistency model;
• A synthesizer that inserts a minimal set of fsync invoca-

tions into a program to make it satisfy intended guarantees
with respect to an axiomatic crash-consistency model; and,
Crash-consistency models also suggest new OS extensions
to better support writing crash-safe applications. Our experience with designing and using these tools shows that crashconsistency models offer a pragmatic formal basis for reasoning about crash safety, much as memory consistency models
do for reasoning about the correctness of parallel programs.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
(1) litmus tests and formal specifications for precisely describing file system crash-consistency models, (2) a toolkit
called F ERRITE for running litmus tests against formal specifications and file system implementations, and (3) example
applications of crash-consistency models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 gives
background on POSIX file systems. §3 introduces litmus
tests and their results using F ERRITE. §4 presents formal
specifications. §5 describes how F ERRITE works. §6 demonstrates applications of crash-consistency models. §7 relates
to previous work. §8 concludes.

• Formal specifications: axiomatic and operational descrip-

tions of crash-consistency behavior using logic and (nondeterministic) state machines, respectively.
These forms of specification serve different purposes, and
neither can supplant the other. Formal specifications provide
complete descriptions of (dis)allowed crash behaviors and,
as such, provide a basis for automated reasoning about crash
guarantees of applications. Litmus tests, on the other hand,
provide a precise and intuitive description that is well suited
for communicating to application developers, as well as for
validating formal models against file system implementations.
We have developed F ERRITE, a toolkit for executing
litmus tests against formal specifications of crash-consistency
models (to ensure that the specifications agree with the

2. Background
This section provides background on POSIX file systems and
on out-of-order writes to disk in real-world implementations.
2.1

The POSIX file system interface

The POSIX standard [30] defines a set of system calls for file
system access [67]. Applications allocate a file descriptor for
a file or directory using open, to further perform file operations (e.g., write and read) or directory operations (e.g., link,
unlink, mkdir, and their *at variants [79]). They may explicitly flush data to disk using sync or fsync, and deallocate a
file descriptor using close. A call to close frees in-memory
data structures but need not flush data to disk [43].
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Figure 2. Linux I/O path example: from applications to disk.
As the effects of file and directory operations may be
cached in memory, the fsync system call is key to providing
data integrity in the face of crashes. POSIX defines the
rationale for fsync [58]:
The fsync() function is intended to force a physical
write of data from the buffer cache, and to assure that
after a system crash or other failure that all data up to
the time of the fsync() call is recorded on the disk.
But POSIX is largely silent on crash guarantees of calls other
than fsync. For example, the standard requires rename to be
atomic, in the sense that when there is no crash, reading
from the destination path can return only the old or new
file content, not an intermediate state. But POSIX does not
specify what should happen when a crash occurs [6]. As
shown in Figure 1, file systems can exhibit unexpected crash
behaviors for system calls such as rename.
2.2

Out-of-order writes

File systems implement a variety of mechanisms to provide
data integrity in the face of crashes. Early file systems relied on check-and-repair tools such as fsck [51] to fix inconsistent state on disk after a crash. Modern file systems
adopt techniques such as write-ahead logging (or journaling) [27, 28, 54], log-structured file systems [69], copyon-write (or shadowing) [11, 17, 29, 44, 68], and soft updates [25, 50], among many others [15, 16, 24, 57, 59, 85].
But the modern operating system’s I/O stack complicates
reasoning about file system guarantees, as it often consists
of multiple layers, each with its own caching and reordering
policies [72].
As an example, Figure 2 shows a typical data path taken
by applications when storing data to disk on Linux. First,
applications invoke system calls such as write to transfer data
from user space into the kernel. A file system may simply
copy the data to the page cache and return to user space;
pushing data further down the stack will happen later, when

the kernel decides to flush the data or applications explicitly
invoke system calls like fsync. Lower-level layers perform
their own optimizations by caching and batching writes. For
example, the device mapper may cache data using a faster,
secondary disk (e.g., bcache and dm-cache), while the block
layer may sort and merge writes, as well as device drivers
and disk controllers [32].
Due to these optimizations, the I/O stack generally persists
data to disk out of program order. Ordinarily, the intermediate
states are invisible to applications, which retrieve data from
the cached, up-to-date version, and so behave as if the system
calls were executed sequentially (as required by POSIX). But
if the system crashes, the intermediate states can be exposed.
Our goal in this paper is to precisely describe the guarantees
provided by file systems in the face of crashes, without the
need to understand details of the I/O stack or file system
implementation.
2.3

Assumptions

Unless otherwise specified, we assume that file systems
are POSIX-compliant, running in their default configuration
mode, on a single disk, and accessed by a single-threaded
application. We focus on what applications should expect
from file systems upon a clean reboot after a fail-stop crash.
We do not consider disk corruption caused by buggy kernels,
broken hardware, or malicious users.

3. Litmus tests
In memory consistency models, a litmus test is a small
program and an outcome that communicates the reordering
behavior of the memory system to application writers [4, 31].
We adopt litmus tests to document the crash behavior of
file systems. A file system litmus test shows a guarantee the
application writer might expect to hold—for example, that
a later write being persisted implies an earlier write is also
persisted. Developers can precisely document the behavior of
their file system by listing whether certain litmus tests hold or
not. Litmus tests are also useful for cross-validating formal
specifications against real implementations.
This section illustrates file system crash-consistency behaviors using litmus tests. Our F ERRITE toolkit can execute
these litmus tests against a variety of file systems. We show
several examples in which a litmus test clarifies ambiguous
documentation or corrects misconceptions in prior research.
3.1

Specifying litmus tests

In F ERRITE, a litmus test consists of three parts: initial setup,
main body, and final checking. It can include POSIX file
system calls and control flow constructs (e.g., dealing with
errors if a call fails). For presentation purposes, we omit
error handling in this section, assuming that all system calls
succeed.

Below is a simple example of a litmus test:
initial:
f
creat("f", 0600)
main:
write(f, "data")
fsync(f)
mark("done")
close(f)
exists?:
marked("done") ^ content("f") 6= "data"

The initial setup is optional. It starts with “initial:” and
contains statements to create an initial file system state for the
main body. It ends with an implicit sync (i.e., whole-system
flush). If the initial setup is omitted, the main body of the test
runs against an empty file system.
The main body starts with “main:” and runs after the
initial setup. The program may crash at any point in the main
body. A special pseudo-function mark labels externally visible
events (e.g., printing messages on screen or responding to
users); the label can be any unique string. We show next how
to use marks to describe durability properties.
The final part is a list of predicates to be tested. A predicate
in the list holds if there exists a (possibly crashing) execution
of the program whose final state satisfies the predicate. The
helper function content(name) returns the file content for the
given file name, or ∅ if the file does not exist; marked(label )
returns true iff the program crashes after the given label.
In the above example, the initial state consists of an empty
file f. The main body of the test appends “data” to the file,
calls fsync, and closes the file. In the final part, the predicate
checks whether there exists an execution in which the file
does not contain “data” after the “done” point.
In the rest of this section, we use litmus tests to show file
system behavior that may be unintuitive to application writers.
The predicates in the final section are surprising outcomes:
a “sequential” file system that performs no reordering will
disallow all these surprising behaviors (i.e., none of the tests’
predicates will hold).
3.2

Litmus tests for file operations

We use F ERRITE to develop existing litmus tests for two
types of file writes: append and overwrite. Append writes are
generally more complicated, involving multiple steps (e.g.,
updating inode, data block, and bitmap [5]) and delayed
allocation [78]. Moreover, the on-disk state depends on how
the file system orders updates to metadata (e.g., file size) and
new data. The following litmus tests elucidate the intended
behavior of appends and overwrites.
Prefix-append (PA). The prefix-append (PA) litmus test
checks whether, in the event of a crash, a file always contains
a prefix of the data that has been appended to it:
initial:
N
2500
"a" * N, "b" * N
as, bs
f
creat("file", 0600)
write(f, as)

main:
write(f, bs)
exists?:
content("file") 6v as + bs

This property, also referred as “safe append” [61, 77], ensures
that no out-of-thin-air or garbage data can appear in a file.
Many applications (e.g., Chrome [10]) assume prefix append.
But popular file systems, such as ext4 in default configuration,
do not guarantee this property, as we show in §3.5.
Ordered-file-overwrites. Most file systems reorder file
writes, which can lead to surprising results for application
writers who assume that these writes happen in program
order. The following two litmus tests express this common
but unsound assumption.
The ordered-same-file-overwrites test checks whether
overwrites to the same file are ordered:
initial:
N
40 * 1024
f
creat("f", 0600)
write(f, "0" * N)
main:
pwrite(f, "1", N - 1) # overwrite at offset N - 1
pwrite(f, "1", 0)
# overwrite at offset 0
exists?:
content("f")[0] = "1" ^ content("f")[N - 1] = "0"

The ordered-two-file-overwrites test checks whether
overwrites to different files are ordered:
initial:
f
creat("f", 0600)
g
creat("g", 0600)
write(f, "0")
write(g, "0")
main:
pwrite(f, "1", 0) # overwrite f at offset 0
pwrite(g, "1", 0) # overwrite g at offset 0
exists?:
content("f") = "0" ^ content("g") = "1"

3.3

Litmus tests for directory operations

Litmus tests for directory operations check whether operations to the same directory or to two different directories can
be reordered. The tests are similar to those for file overwrites
and so we omit them. There is a debate about whether POSIX
prescribes different guarantees for directory operations as
opposed to file operations [6].
3.4

Litmus tests for file-directory operations

The interplay between file and directory operations is subtle
and can have surprising consequences. We develop three
litmus tests to demonstrate such behavior. The first test checks
whether updates to a file and to its parent directory can be
reordered. The next two tests check two widely assumed
atomicity properties of rename, which are referred to as “safe
rename” in the literature. We show (§3.5) that “safe rename”
properties are not guaranteed by most file systems, despite
widespread beliefs otherwise [46, 61, 62].

file system
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Figure 3. Characterizing file system implementations with
litmus tests using F ERRITE:
: F ERRITE found no execution satisfying any of the test’s
predicates.
: F ERRITE found an execution which allows unintuitive
behavior and may surprise application writers.
Implied-directory-fsync. This test checks whether an fsynced update to a file can be reordered with the creation of that
file (i.e., an update to its parent directory):
main:
f
creat("file", 0600)
write(f, data)
fsync(f)
mark("written")
exists?:
marked("written") ^ content("file") = ∅

Atomic-replace-via-rename (ARVR). The ARVR test checks whether replacing file contents via rename is atomic
across crashes (i.e., the file contains either old or new data):
initial:
g
creat("file", 0600)
write(g, old)
main:
f
creat("file.tmp", 0600)
write(f, new)
rename("file.tmp", "file")
exists?:
content("file") 6= old ^ content("file") 6= new

Atomic-create-via-rename (ACVR). The ACVR test is a
variation of the ARVR test in which the destination file
name does not exist initially. The test checks whether the
destination file is either absent or present in its entirety:
main:
f
creat("file.tmp", 0600)
write(f, data)
rename("file.tmp", "file")
exists?:
content("file") 6= ∅ ^ content("file") 6= data

3.5

Characterizing file systems with litmus tests

We applied F ERRITE to check the litmus tests presented in
this section against commonly used file systems on Linux

4.1 and FreeBSD 10.2, all in default configuration mode (§5
will detail how F ERRITE works). Our evaluation covers file
systems using a wide range of crash recovery techniques. As
explained earlier, most file systems reorder file overwrites
and some even reorder directory operations; this is consistent
with previous reports and we omit the corresponding results.
We highlight three tests—PA, ARVR, and ACVR—for
which F ERRITE’s results differ from common belief and
previous studies. The results are shown in Figure 3. Unlike
ambiguous documentation, these litmus tests show precisely
which unexpected behaviors are allowed by each file system.
Prefix-append (PA) is not guaranteed by several file systems, including ext4, Samsung’s new file system f2fs, and
FreeBSD’s default ufs2. This is particularly surprising for
ext4’s default data=ordered mode. According to this mode’s
documentation [42],
[ext4] logically groups metadata information related
to data changes with the data blocks into a single unit
called a transaction. When it’s time to write the new
metadata out to disk, the associated data blocks are
written first.
Many application writers and researchers interpreted this to
mean that metadata updates (e.g., file size) would always
reach disk after file data, and thus the prefix-append property
should hold [10, 55, 62].
However, we observed files with out-of-thin-air trailing
nulls (i.e., binary zeros): a crash after appending 2500 “a”s
and then 2500 “b”s resulted in a file of 4096 bytes, with 2500
“a”s and 1596 nulls. We further observed that ext4 updated
the file size to 4096 without writing the file data block (i.e.,
2500 “a”s and 1596 “b”s) first, which it did not consider
as an “associated data block.” When ChromeOS developers
observed similar behavior, the ext4 developers explained that
it is “working as intended” [10]. Failing to anticipate this
behavior causes application crashes (upon recovery) or even
corrupted data.
Atomic replace-via-rename (ARVR) is not guaranteed by
most file systems, including ext4. After the “ext4 data loss”
incident [84], the ext4 developers changed the behavior
of the file system to accommodate applications that use
the replace-via-rename pattern but do not call fsync before
rename (see Figure 1). The new behavior is described in the
ext4 documentation [42]:
[T]he data blocks of the new file are forced to disk
before the rename() operation is committed. This provides roughly the same level of guarantees as ext3,
and avoids the “zero-length” problem that can happen
when a system crashes before the delayed allocation
blocks are forced to disk.
The documentation seems to imply that it is safe to omit fsync
in replace-via-rename, as understood by many application
writers and researchers [41, 46, 62]. For example, GNOME

and dpkg removed these calls to fsync on ext4 to improve
performance, causing some users to lose data.
Applying F ERRITE to the ARVR litmus test shows this
optimization to be unsound on ext4. Recent ext4 does have
a special workaround to reduce the chance of replace-viarename producing zero-length files by forcing out the new
data blocks upon rename. However, rename does not wait for
this flush to complete, and therefore provides no atomicity
guarantee—it is possible to end up with only partial new
content after a crash. Of the file systems we tested, btrfs is
the only one that provides the replace-via-rename atomicity
guarantee [13].
Atomic create-via-rename (ACVR) offers atomicity guarantees different to those of atomic replace-via-rename (ARVR)
on some file systems. For example, btrfs guarantees ARVR,
but not ACVR. For this reason, the term “safe rename” [62]
can cause confusion for application writers.
Our results show that litmus tests provide a precise and intuitive way of communicating crash-consistency behavior.
In contrast, documentation for file systems is often ambiguous, and so the intent of file system developers can be easily
misinterpreted by application writers.

4. Formal specifications
Litmus tests are an effective medium for communicating
file system crash behavior to application writers. But tests
alone are insufficient for constructing automated reasoning
tools, which improve application reliability and programmer
productivity. This section presents a formal framework for
specifying file system crash-consistency models, analogous
to memory consistency models. In §6, we use formal crashconsistency models expressed in this framework to develop
automated verification and synthesis tools.
A crash-consistency model defines the permissible states
of a file system after a crash. We develop two styles of
specification: axiomatic and operational. Axiomatic models
describe valid crash behaviors declaratively, using a set of
axioms and ordering relations, while operational models are
abstract machines that simulate relevant aspects of file system
behavior (such as crashes, caching, etc.). We show both kinds
of models for two example file systems: seqfs, an ideal file
system with strong crash consistency guarantees (analogous
to sequential consistency [38]), and ext4, a real file system
with weak consistency guarantees (analogous to a weak
memory model).
4.1

Program Executions. Programs update the state of an
underlying file system (Definition 1). As is common in
axiomatic specifications of memory models, we describe
executions of programs in terms of the events (Definition 2)
that they generate, such as writing a block to a file or
renaming a file. These events are atomic, so we model highlevel operating system procedures as emitting sequences
of atomic events (e.g., a system call to write k ⇥ n bytes
generates a sequence of n atomic write events that write k
bytes each). We distinguish between two kinds of events:
update events modify the state of the underlying file system,
while synchronization events constrain the order in which
events may be generated when executing a program. A
sequence of events is called a trace (Definition 3), and a
crash-consistency model decides whether a given trace is
permissible for a program.
Definition 1 (File Systems). A file system σ is a tuple
hσmeta , σdata i, where σmeta is a map from object identifiers
(i.e., names) to natural numbers (analogous to inode numbers), and σdata is a map from natural numbers (inode numbers) to file system objects (analogous to inodes). Object
identifiers i are drawn from a countably infinite set of symbols I = F [ D, consisting of disjoint sets of file identifiers
F and directory identifiers D. We write f and d to denote
file and directory identifiers, respectively, and we write σ(i)
to denote the object σdata (σmeta (i)). A file object σ(f ) is a
tuple hb, mi, where b is a finite string of bits, and m is a finite
key-value map of file metadata. A directory object σ(d) is
a map from object identifiers to natural numbers. We write
σ(i) = ? when the object σ(i) has not been created; that is,
σmeta (i) = ?.
Definition 2 (Events). A file system event represents an
atomic access to the file system σ. There are two kinds of
events: update events and synchronization events. Update
events atomically modify the file and directory objects in σ.
Synchronization events synchronize accesses to (parts of) σ.
Update events include writes to file (meta)data and updates
to directory maps:
• write(f, a, d) updates the address a of the file f to contain

•

•

Axiomatic specifications

An axiomatic crash-consistency model consists of a set of
rules, or axioms, that specify whether a given execution
of a program is allowed. We first define programs and
their executions (Definitions 1–3), and then define crashconsistency models (Definitions 4–7).

•

•

the data d (i.e., b[a] = d for σ(f ) = hb, mi after the
update).
setattr(f, k, v) updates the metadata attribute k of the file
f to contain the value v (i.e., m[k] = v for σ(f ) = hb, mi
after the update).
extend(f, a, d, s) sets the “size” attribute of f to s, and
writes the data d to the address a (i.e., m[“size”] = s and
b[a] = d for σ(f ) = hb, mi after the update). extend is
used to implement file append operations.
link(i1 , i2 ) updates i2 ’s binding to reflect that of i1 (i.e.,
σmeta (i2 ) = σmeta (i1 ) and σmeta (i1 ) is unchanged after the
update).
unlink(i) removes the binding for i (i.e., σmeta (i) = ?
after the update).

• rename(i1 , i2 ) links i2 to i1 and unlinks i1 when i1 6= i2 ;

otherwise nothing changes.
Synchronization events include write barriers, as well as
externally observable non-file-system events (such as sending
a message over the network) and events for the beginning and
end of a transaction:
• fsync(i) synchronizes accesses to the file or directory i.
• sync() synchronizes accesses to all files and directories in

the file system.
• mark(l) marks an externally observable event identified

by the unique label l.
• begin() begins a new transaction.
• commit() ends the current transaction.

Definition 3 (Traces). A trace tP is a sequence of file system
events generated during the execution of a program P . We
write tP to denote the total order on events induced by the
trace tP : e1 tP e2 iff e1 occurs before e2 in the trace tP .
Each program P has a canonical trace, τP , which is free of
crashes and generates events in the order specified by the
syntax of P . A trace tP is valid iff it satisfies the following
conditions:
• tP is a permutation of τP .
• tP respects the synchronization semantics of τP . That is,

ei tP ej when ei τP ej and any of the following hold:
ei is an fsync, sync, mark, begin, or commit event;
ej is a sync, begin, or commit event;
ej is an fsync event on i and ei is an update event on i.
• tP respects the update semantics of τP . That is, applying
the update events in the order specified by tP to a file
system σ leaves σ in the same state as applying the update
events in the order specified by τP .
A crash trace, cP , is a prefix of a valid trace tP that respects
transactional semantics: cP contains the same number of
begin and commit events. Both the empty trace and tP itself
are crash traces of tP . We omit the subscript P from the
notation when the program P is irrelevant or clear in context.
Example 1. To illustrate our model of file systems, events,
and traces, consider the following litmus test:
initial:
f
creat("f", 0600)
g
creat("g", 0600)
write(f, "0")
write(g, "0")
main:
pwrite(f, "1", 0)
pwrite(g, "1", 0)
fsync(g)
exists?:
content("f") = "0" ^ content("g") = "1"

Suppose that we execute this test on an empty file system
σ (i.e., σ(i) = ? for all identifiers i). The initial setup
updates the abstract state of σ to include the bindings σ(f) =
hb, mi and σ(g) = hb, mi, where b = “0” and m =

{permissions 7! “0600”, . . .}. Assuming that the pwrite
operations generate one write event each, the canonical
trace for the litmus test is τ = [e0 , e1 , e2 ], where e0 =
write(f, 0, “1”), e1 = write(g, 0, “1”), and e2 = fsync(g).
The valid traces, besides τ, are t1 = [e1 , e0 , e2 ] and t2 =
[e1 , e2 , e0 ]. None of the other permutations of τ are valid
traces because they violate barrier semantics. Any prefix of
τ, t1 , or t2 forms a crash trace—intuitively, a crash trace
represents the crash of a valid execution at a particular point.
Crash-Consistency Models. A crash-consistency model
(Definition 4) determines which valid program traces are
permissible, and therefore, what file system states may be
observed after a crash. The strongest consistency model is
Sequential Crash-Consistency (SCC) (Definition 5), which
permits no re-ordering of events in the canonical trace. That
is, an execution of a program P may only emit the canonical
trace τP . As a result, the crash behavior of an application
running under SCC is easy to reason about, and it can be
connected directly to program text. SCC can be thought of as
the analogue of sequential consistency for memory models.
Real file systems, however, implement weaker models (Definition 6), which permit additional valid traces. In
particular, we say that a crash consistency model M1 is
weaker than a model M2 iff M1 permits a superset of the
valid traces permitted by M2 for every program. The model
provided by the ext4 file system, for example, is weaker than
SCC, permitting re-orderings of updates to different files
(among other relaxations). Definition 7 gives an axiomatic
specification of ext4 in our framework, obtained by reading
the documentation and empirically observing its behavior on
litmus tests using F ERRITE. As we show in §6, such a specification clarifies the contract between the application and the
underlying file system, and enables automatic synthesis of a
minimal set of barriers that ensure atomicity and durability
after a crash.
Definition 4 (Crash-Consistency Model). A crash-consistency
model M relates an arbitrary valid trace of a program P to
its canonical trace. We say that M permits tP iff M (tP , τP )
evaluates to true.
Definition 5 (Sequential Crash-Consistency (SCC)). A valid
trace tP of a program P is sequentially crash-consistent iff
tP = τP . That is, SCC(tP , τP ) , tP = τP .
Example 2. Consider the litmus test from Example 1.
For this test, SCC permits only the canonical trace τ =
[e0 , e1 , e2 ]. No crash trace (i.e., prefix) of τ results in the
specified final state content(f ) = “0” ^ content(g) = “1”,
and so the SCC model does not allow the surprising behavior
of this test.
Example 3. FSCQ [14] is a file system that is verified to
be crash-safe: a machine-checkable proof in Coq shows that
FSCQ will always recover correctly after a crash. FSCQ
wraps each POSIX system call into a transaction committed
to a write-ahead log, and so each system call is both atomic

and persistent. In our formalization, the canonical trace τP
for a program P running on FSCQ includes a begin event
before the sequence of events generated by each system
call, and a commit event after those events. For example, a
write system call on FSCQ may produce the canonical trace
τP = [begin, write0 , . . . , writen , commit] (with one writei
per block). This canonical trace yields only two valid crash
traces: the empty trace and τP itself.

σ 0 = F LUSH(A PPLY(P [p], σ))
hσ, pi ! hσ 0 , p + 1i
hσ, pi ! hσ, ?i

S TEP S EQ

C RASH

Figure 4. An operational model for SCC (Definition 5).
σ 0 = A PPLY(P [p], σ)

S TEP

C RASH

Definition 6 (Weaker Crash-Consistency Model). A crashconsistency model M1 is weaker than the model M2 iff
M2 (tP , τP ) =) M1 (tP , τP ) for every valid trace tP and
its corresponding canonical trace τP .

hσ, pi ! hσ 0 , p + 1i

Definition 7 (ext4 Crash-Consistency). Let tP be a valid
trace and τP the corresponding canonical trace. We say that
tP is ext4 crash-consistent iff ei tP ej for all events
ei , ej such that ei τP ej and at least one of the following
conditions holds:

Figure 5. A sample of the ext4 operational model.

1. ei and ej are metadata updates to the same file: ei =
setattr(f, ki , vi ) and ej = setattr(f, kj , vj ).
2. ei and ej are writes to the same block in the same
file: ei = write(f, ai , di ), ej = write(f, aj , dj ), and
sameBlock(ai , aj ), where sameBlock is an implementation-specific predicate.
3. ei and ej are updates to the same directory: args(ei ) \
args(ej ) 6= ;, where args(link(i1 , i2 )) = {i1 , i2 },
args(unlink(i1 )) = {i1 }, and args(rename(i1 , i2 )) =
{i1 , i2 }.
4. ei is a write and ej is an extend to the same file: ei =
write(f, ai , di ) and ej = extend(f, aj , dj , s).
Example 4. Consider again the litmus test from Example 1.
The ext4 crash-consistency model permits every valid trace
(i.e., τ, t1 , and t2 ) of the program. Crash traces (i.e., prefixes) of two of these traces (t1 and t2 ) satisfy the predicate
content(f ) = “0” ^ content(g) = “1”, and so unlike SCC,
ext4 allows the surprising behavior of this test. The programmer can ensure that the test exhibits only the SCC behaviors
on ext4 by inserting an fsync(f) barrier after the write to f.
Note that a crash-consistency model does not include
an explicit model of hardware disk behavior. Instead, the
reorderings and caching behaviors of hardware disks are
implicit in the allowed reorderings and in the semantics of
update and synchronization events. In §5, we describe how
F ERRITE simulates the intermediate states of the hardware
disk after a crash, and so a crash-consistency model developed
with F ERRITE implicitly captures hardware behavior.
4.2

Operational specifications

An operational crash-consistency model takes the form of
a non-deterministic state machine M , which uses idealized
components—maps and tuples—to abstract the implementation details of real file systems. We model the persistent (ondisk) and volatile (in-core) state of a file system σ with a tu-

hσ, pi ! hσ, ?i

σ 0 = PARTIAL F LUSH(σ)
hσ, pi ! hσ 0 , pi

N ON D ET

ple hσinCore , σonDisk i, where σinCore and σonDisk are themselves
tuples of the form hσmeta , σdata i, as defined previously (Definition 1). Events update the volatile state of the files they
interact with, occurring in the order specified by the syntax
of a program P . The state machine M non-deterministically
chooses to persist (some of) these updates to disk, or to crash.
Figure 4 shows an example operational specification of
sequential crash-consistency. We model the machine state as
a pair hσ, pi, where σ = hσinCore , σonDisk i is the current state
of the file system, and p the program counter (an index into
the program P ). The A PPLY function executes the semantics
of an event as given in Definition 2. The F LUSH function
flushes the volatile state of all files to disk. The S TEP S EQ
rule says that the volatile state is flushed to disk at every
step. In other words, σinCore = σonDisk at any point during
execution. The non-deterministic rule C RASH can halt the
program at any point (denoted by setting the program counter
to ?). It is easy to see that a machine executing these two
rules can only produce the canonical trace (or its prefix) of
any program P .
Figure 5 shows the key rules for an operational specification of ext4. The ext4 model permits more non-determinism
than the sequential model: the N ON D ET rule may transition without performing the next event in the program. The
PARTIAL F LUSH function non-deterministically flushes none,
some, or all of each file in the file system. For space reasons, we omit a full description of the rules for ext4, but in
§6.2, we describe a Dafny-based verifier for application-level
properties that uses this operational crash-consistency model.

5. Making specifications executable
This section describes F ERRITE, a suite of automated tools
for reasoning about crash-consistency models. F ERRITE consists of two tools—an explicit enumerator and a bounded
model checker—which exhaustively explore all possible
crash behaviors of a litmus test (§3). The enumerator executes litmus tests against actual file system implementations
to determine the set of all possible crash behaviors. The
model checker executes litmus tests symbolically against an
axiomatic specification (§4.1). Together, these tools enable

disk commands

description

write(blockID, data)
flush()
trim(blockID)
mark(label)

write data to a given block
flush disk cache to stable storage
wipe a given block
label externally observable event

Figure 6. Disk commands supported by F ERRITE’s virtual
disk; mark is a pseudo-command that corresponds to the
pseudo-function of the same name in litmus tests (see §3.1).
file system developers to create high fidelity specifications
of crash behavior: the model checker ensures that the formalizations (dis)allow representative behaviors encoded in
litmus tests, and the enumerator ensures that the litmus tests
are indeed representative of the behavior of the actual file
system implementations.
5.1

Executing tests against file system implementations

The possible reordering behaviors of a file system are often
subtle even to their developers. Prior experience with memory
models has demonstrated the utility of tools such as DIY [3]
that execute litmus tests against real hardware to observe
possible outcomes. To help specification writers understand
the behaviors allowed by a file system, F ERRITE includes an
explicit enumerator that executes all possible crash traces of
a litmus test against an actual file system implementation.
The enumerator takes as input a litmus test P and a target
file system, and reports all possible outcomes of P on that file
system, including potential crashes. The system calls made
by P pass through several layers of the I/O stack (Figure 2),
each of which is free to reorder or buffer them according to
its own rules. Eventually, the operating system produces disk
commands, shown in Figure 6, which are sent to the hardware
storage device. The storage device is then free to reorder and
buffer those events according to its own rules. The state of
persistent storage after a crash therefore depends on both
the trace of disk commands and the behavior of the storage
device.
To generate all possible crash states of the test P , F ERRITE
needs to observe two sets of traces: (1) all possible sequences
of disk commands sent to the hardware, and (2) all possible reorderings of those commands made by the hardware.
F ERRITE determines the possible sequences of disk commands by executing P many times, as is common for testing
memory models [3, 4]. But producing hardware reorderings
is trickier, since it also requires producing all intermediate
states of the persistent storage in order to simulate crashes.
In particular, interposing on the hardware to inspect intermediate states or produce a crash at a certain point would be
expensive and imprecise. Instead, F ERRITE abstracts the behavior of storage hardware with a disk model, producing only
the command reorderings that satisfy a chosen disk model.
A disk model captures the allowed behaviors of the disk
hardware. F ERRITE implements a default disk model that
resembles a disk with a large volatile cache and arbitrary

schedules. Specifically, it allows two disk operations oi and
oj to be reordered unless one of the following is true:
• either oi or oj is a flush;
• oi and oj are changes to the same block;
• oi is a mark command.

Capturing hardware behavior in a disk model allows F ERRITE
to easily simulate a crash at any point during P ’s execution,
and observe the resulting intermediate state. This guarantees
that all possible crash states are observed.
The enumerator executes litmus tests by intercepting
system calls and forwarding them to an underlying guest OS
running in QEMU [7]. The guest OS has an attached virtual
disk provided by F ERRITE. The target file system, running
in the guest OS, issues disk commands to this virtual disk,
which are forwarded to F ERRITE to be recorded in a trace.
Once execution of P is complete, the enumerator produces
all possible reorderings of the trace according to the chosen
disk model, and for each trace, produces all possible prefixes.
Each prefix produces a disk image file that corresponds to
a possible disk state after a crash. The enumerator finally
mounts the disk image as a loopback device in the guest OS
to recover the state of the files written by P . Optionally, the
enumerator can then verify the predicates in the final section
of the litmus test (§3.1) against the possible states. We have
applied enumeration to run litmus tests against file systems
on Linux and FreeBSD, with results presented in §3.5 earlier.
Limitations. The result of the enumerator is dependent on
a particular implementation of the file system and the rest of
the I/O stack. It is useful to show that certain system calls can
be reordered by the file system (assuming QEMU and the I/O
stack are correct). It cannot prove that two system calls must
always be ordered even if it never sees a counter-example in
the output; we cross-validated with documentation and with
file system developers for those cases.
5.2

Executing tests against specifications

Axiomatic specifications of crash consistency are useful only
to the extent that they faithfully capture the behavior of file
system implementations. Prior experience with memory models [82] has shown that it is easy to accidentally write a
specification that is under-constrained (allowing behaviors
that should be forbidden) or over-constrained (forbidding
behaviors that should be allowed). To help file system developers avoid these pitfalls when specifying crash-consistency
models, F ERRITE includes a model checker that symbolically
executes a litmus test against a specification, ensuring that the
specification (dis)allows the behaviors encoded in the test.
The model checker takes as input a litmus test P (§3)
and an axiomatic specification of a crash-consistency model
M (§4), and checks whether the predicates specified in the
exists? section of the test are satisfied by any execution
of the body. Conceptually, the model checker works by
generating all crash traces of P that are permitted by M

lows our model checker to scale to these litmus tests without
manual intervention.

; SCC permits no reorderings
(define (SCC-reorder? e1 e2) #f)
; ext4 forbids the reorderings in Definition 7
(define (ext4-reorder? e1 e2)
(and
(not (metadata-same-ino-deps? e1 e2))
(not (same-file-block-deps? e1 e2 BLOCK_SIZE))
(not (dir-same-ino-deps? e1 e2))
(not (file-write-extend-deps? e1 e2))))

6. Experience with specifications
;
;
;
;

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Figure 7. Rosette specifications of the reordering rules for
the SCC (Definition 5) and ext4 (Definition 7) models.

(Definition 4), and checking each predicate against that set.
In particular, the checker produces the set of crash traces
T = {cP | cP is a crash trace of tP and M (tP , τP )}, where
τP is the canonical trace of P . Then, it checks whether any
predicate in P is satisfied by some trace in T . If so, the crashconsistency model M allows some surprising behavior. This
outcome can be cross-checked against the actual file system
implementation using F ERRITE to confirm the model is not
too weak.
We implemented the model checker in Rosette [80], a programming language that extends Racket [23] with features
for program synthesis and verification, based on an underlying SAT or SMT solver [21, 81]. The specification writer
uses Rosette to encode the axiomatic specification of the
crash-consistency model M , and the model checker provides
a simple DSL for expressing the litmus test P . The specification M is written simply as a procedure that takes as input
two events from the canonical trace, e1 τP e2 , and returns
true iff M allows these two events to be reordered. Figure 7
shows the specifications for the SCC and ext4 models, both
of which are direct translations of Definitions 5 and 7, respectively, into Rosette’s syntax. Given these inputs, the model
checker uses Rosette to symbolically execute P against M ,
relying on the SMT solver to implicitly check P ’s exists?
predicates against the traces permitted by M , as described
above.
We applied the model checker to validate the SCC and
ext4 specifications against our litmus tests (§3). The SCC
specification, by construction, does not permit any of the surprising results in the tests, and our model checker confirmed
this to be the case. The ext4 specification, on the other hand,
is expected to allow some of the litmus tests, since the actual
ext4 implementation does as well (§3.5). The model checker
confirms that the specification behaves like the implementation on all tests. All of the checks complete within a few
seconds. In general, implementing a SAT/SMT-based tool
that scales to our litmus tests—which manipulate files with
thousands of bytes—would require hand-crafted encodings
and significant time investment (as with the specialized encodings [48, 82, 90] for checking litmus tests against memory
models). However, Rosette’s aggressive partial evaluation al-

In this section we demonstrate that formal specifications are
useful for building tools that can aid application writers. We
also discuss how applications can benefit from support from
the operating system and hardware.
6.1

Synthesis

Rather than require application writers to manually ensure
crash safety of their programs, formal crash-consistency
specifications allow us to synthesize sufficient barriers for an
implementation so that it satisfies the desired crash-safety
properties. In particular, the application writer develops
the program P assuming sequential crash-consistency. The
synthesizer then transforms P , by inserting a minimal set of
barriers, so that the resulting program P 0 behaves just like P
under a given weaker crash-consistency model, such as ext4.
We built a proof-of-concept synthesizer on top of the
F ERRITE model checker described in §5.2. The synthesizer uses Rosette’s implementation [80] of counterexampleguided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [73, 74] to generate
candidate programs P 0 and verify that they preserve P ’s guarantees on every permitted trace. The synthesizer generates
candidate programs P 0 by inserting new fsync invocations
into P . Moreover, the synthesizer automatically optimizes the
insertion of barriers, such that the program P 0 contains the
minimal number of additional fsync invocations necessary to
guarantee the desired safety properties.
To illustrate, consider the atomic-replace-via-rename
(ARVR) litmus test in §3.4. This program guarantees atomicity under SCC. But recall from Figure 3 that it does not
do so on ext4: after a crash, it is possible for “file” to contain neither the old nor the new file contents. To guarantee
atomicity, we must insert additional synchronization. A naive
solution would be to insert an fsync after each call in this
program, but this is unnecessarily conservative and potentially inhibits performance. Our synthesizer instead chooses
to insert an fsync(f) after the write operation. This single
fsync is sufficient to guarantee atomicity for this program on
ext4. The synthesizer automatically generates and verifies
this program in under 30 seconds, with similar performance
on all the other litmus tests in §3. While our synthesizer is a
proof-of-concept, common optimizations (e.g., Fender [37])
would allow it to scale to larger programs.
6.2

Verification

To demonstrate the use of operational crash-consistency
models (§4.2), we developed a verification framework in
Dafny [40] based on our operational model of ext4, and we
applied it to prove crash safety of several small programs.
Dafny proofs in our framework are unbounded, unlike those
produced by the F ERRITE model checker. In particular, given

a procedure that takes as input a file, Dafny proves its crashsafety with respect to all possible file sizes. F ERRITE, in
contrast, expects a bound on the file size, as provided in our
litmus tests.
Our framework models the file system with Dafny’s builtin strings and maps: files are strings, and directories are
maps. Each system call is simply a procedure with associated
pre- and post-conditions. We express non-determinism using
Dafny’s havoc statements. For example, the C RASH rule in
Figure 5 can be modeled as “if (*) crash();,” where the
havoc statement * means that the given branch is taken nondeterministically. We similarly use havoc statements to implement non-deterministic flushes (the N ON D ET rule in Figure 5) and to represent garbage data. Because Dafny closely
resembles a conventional imperative language, applications
can be implemented in Dafny against our abstract interface,
and extracted to implementations against real file system
interfaces.
We verified crash safety of several small programs using our Dafny framework. For example, we verified the unbounded version of the ARVR litmus test used in synthesis
above. Our framework’s use of Dafny’s language features
made proof automation highly effective: it required only 6
annotations to verify ARVR.
6.3

OS support

Recent research in memory consistency models [1] designs
programming abstractions that hide the details of memory
reordering where possible (using concurrency libraries), but
exposing them when necessary for peak performance (such as
through C11 atomics). In addition to providing a basis for synthesis and verification tools, crash-consistency models also
suggest a similar design for programming abstractions that
offer crash-consistency guarantees. This section discusses
two such interfaces. The first is a simple interface to expose
the key characteristics of a file system’s crash-consistency
behavior to the application, akin to C11 atomics. The second
is a radical design that provides applications with sequential crash-consistency (SCC) guarantees. We prototyped both
designs using our litmus tests and Dafny verification framework.
Exposing file system characteristics. File system developers often hesitate to promise strong crash-consistency guarantees. Instead, many applications try to exploit the characteristics of specific file systems and implement per-filesystem optimizations. Consider the following code snippet
from GNOME [45], which skips an fsync call for replace-viarename if the file system magic number is a known constant:
struct statfs buf;
fstatfs(fd, &buf);
if (buf.f_type == BTRFS_SUPER_MAGIC || buf.f_type == ...)
// ... skip fsync(fd) ...

This practice is risky because the file system’s behavior may
depend on specific versions or mount options, which applica-

tions can easily overlook. One solution is to provide interfaces
for applications to query the possible behaviors of the current
file system. For example, a flag could expose whether the file
system guarantees atomic replace-via-rename (§3):
if (buf.f_charcs & FC_ATOMIC_REPLACE_VIA_RENAME) ...

Applications can then make their optimizations and expectations explicit, making them more portable and easier to
reason about. We implemented a prototype on Linux by exposing such information through the reserved bits of statfs.
§7 discusses other proposed high-level interfaces (e.g., file
system transactions and barriers).
End-to-end I/O stack. Reasoning about crash consistency
is made difficult by the complexity of the I/O stack, as shown
in §2.2. An alternative approach, embraced by exokernel
designs [22, 34], is to reduce or eliminate the kernel from
the I/O path. While these designs focus on improving end-toend performance, we believe that they can also offer better
reliability and more explicit crash-consistency guarantees.
As a demonstration, we implemented a prototype I/O
stack by porting the persistent log and a megaraid driver
from the Arrakis operating system [60] to Linux. It has a
small code base—200 LOC for the log and 4,000 LOC for the
driver—and completely bypasses the existing file system I/O
stack. The persistent log provides strong crash-consistency
guarantees: log entries reach disk in same order as they
are appended, and applications will see only complete log
entries after the system crashes. We derived a formal proof
of the properties of the persistent log implementation using
Dafny (with 25 annotations). To measure performance, we
modified LevelDB 1.18 to use the log and measured the
time to append 100,000 Put(key, val) entries to the log; the
backend was an LSI Logic MegaRAID SAS-3 3108 RAID
controller. The time reduced from 14.4 s on ext4 to 4 s when
using the log. We believe that this is a promising direction
to build end-to-end storage systems with well-defined crash
behavior.

7. Related work
Our work is motivated by past research that finds crash-safety
bugs in both applications and file systems, that explores better
programming abstractions for crash safety, and that provides
formal models of file systems.
Bugs in storage systems. Storage systems need to tolerate
system crashes and are difficult to get right [47, 64]. Techniques such as model checking [88, 89] and static analysis [70] have been proven to be effective in finding bugs in
applications and file systems. F ERRITE differs from these
tools in two ways. First, it does not focus on finding bugs in
file systems. Rather, §3.5 shows incorrect or imprecise crash
models used in previous work (i.e., bugs in their models).
Second, Ferrite presents the first formalization of file system
crash-consistency models; these models can be used with
automated reasoning tools, as we showed through synthesis

and verification in §6. The models in previous work are not
formal models and cannot be used this way.
F ERRITE was inspired by recent work from Pillai et al. [62]
and Zheng et al. [92] on crash-safety bugs. Their work
showed that even applications carefully designed and engineered to tolerate crashes may be vulnerable to data losses,
and that it remains challenging to develop crash-safe applications on top of POSIX file systems.
A major challenge for both application writers and file system developers is that the POSIX file interface under-specifies
crash behaviors, leading to conflicting interpretations. Our
crash-consistency models address this challenge by providing
litmus tests and formal specifications for precisely describing
crash behavior. Precise, formal models clarify misinterpretations and provide a basis for automated reasoning tools.
Formal specification and verification of file systems. Several projects have explored formally specifying and verifying
file systems. Bevier et al. specified the Synergy file system
in Z [9] and verified its implementation in ACL2 [8]. Kang
and Jackson used Alloy [35] to model a file system for flashbased storage devices, with a focus on flash-specific features
such as wear leveling. Wenzel used Isabelle/HOL [86] to
formalize common Unix file system abstractions and reason
about their security properties. The Commuter tool [18] formalizes the commutativity of the POSIX interface and studies
its scalability implications. SibylFS [66] is a recent effort in
formalizing POSIX and testing implementation conformance.
To our knowledge, we propose the first formal framework
for describing crash-consistency behaviors of POSIX file systems. On the other hand, our framework focuses on crash
consistency, and we do not model POSIX details such as
permissions and symbolic links.
Another line of work is applying formal verification to
implementing a POSIX-like file system [33]. On-going work
includes BilbyFs [36], FSCQ [14], and Schellhorn et al.’s
verified flash file system [71]. It would be interesting to apply
our framework to analyzing the crash-consistency guarantees
of these file systems once they are complete and available.
File system interfaces. One limitation of POSIX is that
applications have to resort to expensive fsync calls to express
ordering requirements even when they do not need durability.
Kernel developers have proposed to extend Linux with an
fbarrier system call [20] to improve performance for such
applications. Other extensions to better support ordering
include Featherstitch [24], OptFS [16], and xsyncfs [57].
A number of proposals offer transactional semantics for
file system operations [52, 59, 63, 65, 76, 85, 87]. Emerging
storage devices provide new hardware primitives, such as
Fusion-io’s multi-block atomic writes and new SCSI commands (ATOMIC WRITE and draft SCATTERED WRITE),
that could be used to simplify file system implementations
and provide stronger crash-consistency guarantees [32, 53].

Memory consistency models. Development and analysis of
memory consistency models is an active area of research, and
our approach draws on the general themes and ideas from this
work. A memory model determines the semantics of reads
in a multi-threaded shared-memory system; in particular, it
specifies which writes to a memory location a given read may
observe. Memory models are described through a combination of litmus tests (e.g., [3, 4]), axiomatic specifications (e.g.,
[2, 82, 90]), and operational specifications (e.g., [12, 91]). Litmus tests have the advantage of being easy to understand;
operational models offer a direct basis for building simulation
tools; and axiomatic models are best suited for formal reasoning and concise descriptions of complex systems (e.g., [49]).
Many tools have been developed to check that these forms
of specification agree with each other (e.g., [48, 82, 90]), as
well as with the behavior exhibited by hardware (e.g., [4]).
Compared to memory models, crash-consistency models
have simpler ordering constraints: all possible program behaviors can be described in terms of reorderings of a canonical
trace. Memory models, in contrast, generally involve constraints over many ordering relations [2] and even many speculative executions [49]. On the other hand, crash-consistency
models involve richer data structures, such as files and directories, and the notion of crashes.

8. Conclusion
The guarantees that file systems should provide in the face of
crashes are under-specified by the POSIX standard, leaving
application writers to guess how to achieve data integrity
and improve performance. This paper showed that crashconsistency models, in the form of litmus tests and formal
specifications, effectively describe the contract between the
file system and the application. We presented F ERRITE, a
toolkit for constructing crash-consistency models by exploring the possible crash behaviors of a file system. While developing models for common file systems, we identified and
clarified several widely misunderstood guarantees in the literature.
Crash-consistency models enable tools for writing crashsafe applications. We demonstrated proof-of-concept synthesis and verification tools, and discussed opportunities for
improved programming interfaces that build on these models.
We hope that both file system developers and application
writers can benefit from precise specifications of crash behavior. All of F ERRITE’s source code is publicly available at:
http://sandcat.cs.washington.edu/ferrite.
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